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Name:  Justin Beal 

Credentials (MD, RN, NRP, etc.): RN, PHRN, NRP 

Mailing Address: 142 Hamilton St Ext Jefferson, PA 15344 USA 

Email: jbeal18@gmail.com   

Preferred Phone:  412-582-4990 

ITLS Chapter: Pennsylvania  

Occupation:  EMS Education Specialist 

 

(1) Describe your involvement with your ITLS Chapter: ITLS Instructor that teaches multiple 

classes a year for both Provider and Renewal  

 
(2) Describe your involvement with ITLS International (committees, etc.): Conference 

Planning Committee 

 

(3) What other volunteer or leadership activities have you been involved with? I have been 

very active with the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) for many years. For my state, I was 

the government affairs chairperson for 5 years, planning Day on the Hill Events and monthly 

correspondence with state and federal legislatures. On the national level, I have been on the 

EMS advisory committee for 3 years, I am the appointed ENA representative on several joint 

projects with NAEMSP, NEMSQA and NHTSA. I also am a member of NAEMT’s education 

committee working on courses such as AMLS and EPC. 

(4) Describe any previous or current experiences on other Boards: I was the President of 

the BOD for Heads-up Training Center located in Carmichaels, PA for 3 years.  
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(5) If applicable, does your employer support your candidacy for the ITLS Board? Yes they 

support my activities to better EMS    

 

(6) How many hours per month could you contribute? 12 hours typically, some months I 

could do more.     

 

(7) Why are you interested in serving on the ITLS Board? I have always supported ITLS 

teachings for my entire 20 years of EMS, from the first time I took it as a BTLS student. I want 

to make sure that it continues to be successful and, continues to grow and expand its 

educational opportunities and class formats. I believe with my experiences as an 

administrator, clinician and teacher, I have a lot to bring to the table when it comes to ITLS.    

 


